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Notes on the biology of Indonesian Bostrychidae (Col.) 

by 

L. G. E. KALSHOVEN 

Bl ark um, The Netherlands 

Introduction 

Inquiries into infestation of dry wood by borers began to be submitted to the 

Bogor institutes, Java, about 1916. They mainly referred to damage done to chests 

made of local wood and used for shipment of export goods, including products of 

prime importance like tea and rubber. Soon afterwards the problem became urgent 

because quarantine measures in Australia became more rigid, prohibiting the 

entrance of all timber in logs and wood used for packing which showed signs of 

borers. Most concerned with this matter were the manufacturers of plywood in 

Java and Sumatra. In the exploitation of the natural mixed forests by the Govern¬ 

ment Forest Service as well as by private companies problems of selecting light 

timbers with little susceptibility to borer infestation, and those of seasoning and 

storage of timber, came to the front. In the teak forests of Java and in plantations 

of other high quality timber the problem was less acute as the borers in these 

timbers affected sapwood only. In later years, however, the occurrence of Bostry- 

chids in teak poles and attacks of twigboring species in plantations of Leguminosae 

drew attention. The occasional occurrence of the beetles in rubber trees, fruit 

trees and the like — only in damaged or dying specimens — was almost negligible 

(Kalshoven 1923 a-d, 1924 a, b). 

Material and identification. The data on the occurrence of the 

borers, to be mentioned hereafter, have been compiled in the performance of field 

work for the Forest Service and also during privately conducted observations, as 

was the case in my Scolytid studies. My material was sent for identification to the 

wellknown specialist P. Lesne, Paris, in several consignments in 1923—1937. It 

only contained one new species (Lesne 1932), but several species had not been 

found previously in Java. Professor J. M. Vrijdagh, Brussels, who continued 

Lesne’s work with great enthusiasm, contacted me at the time when I had started 

to work out my unpublished notes on the Indonesian forest insects. During a visit 

to the Netherlands, in 1958, he looked through my collection and those in our 

museums and helped me with the verification of names and the identification of a 

few rare species. I had not finished my manuscript before his unexpected death 

in middle age, so that I had to do without his valuable advice in the final writing 

up of the notes. 

My study provides a number of data on Asiatic species which may be considered 

as supplementary to the far more comprehensive observations already available 

through the work of forest-entomologists in India and Malaya, notably by Beeson 

& Bhatia, Browne, Chatterjee, and Mathur (1937/1941, 1939, 1950, 1955). 
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Ecological data* 

Dysidinae. This subfamily contains only a few, rather primitive, flattened forms 

which have the head not covered by the pronotum. 

Fig. 1. Apoleon edax (X 4; drawing by Indonesian artist, Bogor, 1932). 

Apoleon edax Gorh. 1885, apparently a rare species occurring in the primeval 

forests of S. E. Asia, from Burma to Borneo and Sumatra. (Java should not be 

included in its area of distribution as was done by Beeson/Bhatia, 1937). The 

Leiden Museum has a specimen from Soekadang, Sum., leg. van Hasselt, which 

is one of the four specimens from different origins used by Gorham for his des¬ 

cription. Besides, the Museum has six specimens from Sambas, Borneo and some 

examples, probably from Malaya, leg. P. J. van der Does de Bye. — Mr. F. G. 

Browne kindly informed me that there is a series of 11 specimens in the British 

Museum of Natural History. They come from the same, or adjacent countries (the 

island of Nias and Siam), except one specimen which is labelled ’’British Guiana, 

Canister Falls, Nov. 1919, A. A. Abraham coll.” (det. Vrijdagh). This latter 

occurrence requires confirmation as all other data point to a restricted habitat of 

the species in the extreme south-east corner of Asia, even exclusive of Java. 

In 1931 a report was received in Bogor from an oil company in Pladyu, S. 

Sumatra, about damage done by woodboring larvae to 'ulu tupai’, a botanically 

unidentified timber. From a few pieces of the soft wood, kept in a cage in Bogor, 

only four beetles of this species emerged, after 10, 11 and 15 months. They were 

11—15 mm in length. All the sapwood, which also harboured Lyctus dis ce dens, 

had been reduced to powder by the end of this period. In Burma the borer has 

been found in the wood of two Dipterocarpus species, used in posts for a bungalow 

and for the rigs of oil derricks (Beeson 1941). 

*) Where no collector’s name is mentioned in this review, the observations have been 
made by the author. 
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Lyctinae, a very distinct and important subfamily, comprising species which only 

attack seasoned wood. The small, flat beetles do not bore into the wood but only 

gnaw the fibre superficially sampling it for its suitability for oviposition and 

breeding, which depends on the size of the pores and the starch content. 

There are two main species, next to deal with, in Indonesia. In many cases of 

wood infestation by these common powder-post beetles, no identification has been 

made. Therefore a list is given here of timbers which have been found to serve as 

breeding places. 

Moderate to heavy infestation has been observed particularly in timbers belong¬ 

ing to the Anacardiaceae (Lannea, Man gif era, Melanorrhoea, Spondias), An- 

nonaceae (Cananga), Apocynaceae (Alstonia, Dyera), Bombacaceae (Durio), Dil- 

leniaceae (Dillenia), Dipterocarpaceae (’white meranti’, Shorea spp.), Euphorbia- 

ceae (Aleurites, Hevea), Leguminosae {Albizzia, Erythrina, and the sapwood of 

Derris, Millettia, Pahudia, Pterocarpus), Moraceae (Artocarpus communis, Ficus 

spp.), Myristicaeae (Knema, Myristica), Sapotaceae {Planehonella), Sterculiaceae 

(S. campanulata). Light infestation has been noticed in Datiscaceae {Tetrameles), 

Sapindaceae {Pometia) and Staphyleaceae (Turpinia). 

Minthea rugicollis (Walk. 1858), widely distributed throughout tropical Asia, 

E. Africa and N. Australia, the most common Lyctin powder-post beetle of Java 

and Sumatra, but mainly restricted in its occurrence to the plains and hills up to 

some 300 m, including the. teak area of C. and E. Java with its pronounced dry 

season. This species, 1.8—3.5 mm in length, is regularly found in the woodwork 

of village houses, locally made furniture, tools and toys, in dry poles and branches 

of teak — even in the pith of broken tops —, in plated bamboo, low quality rattan 

cane, cassava roots (fig. 2), in gadung’ (tubers of ? Dioscorea), in stems of 

herbarium specimens and in drugs. Its ravages are most harmful in carved wood 

and museum specimens, e.g. masks, models of houses and ships, collections of 

authentic wood samples, and the like. 

Breeding the beetle in suitable wood at Kepong, Malaya, Browne found three 

generations a year with a possible minimum cycle of 78 days (1939). A simple 

Fig. 2. Desiccated cassava roots from Bostrychid infested stock. Top: an example with 

exit holes of Minthea\ bottom: a piece riddled by Dinoderus (Nat. size; photo Huysmans, 

Bogor, 1941). 
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experiment on the infestation of poles of teak with a high starch content, carried 

out in C. Java, showed that the first exit holes of Minthea appeared about 4l/2 

months after the date of infection, but most of them after six months; slight peaks 

in the number of additional holes were observed after one year, 18 months and 

21/2 years. 

A list of no less than 93 timber species susceptible to infestation by this 

species was given by Browne (l.c.) for Malaya, and Beeson (1941) has listed 

some 30 host species for India. Among these and my list of 27 genera found as 

hosts of the common Lyctinae in Indonesia there are many affinities. 

Everts (1900) has reported the beetle, under the name Lyctopholis foveicol- 

lis Reitt., from drugs and the bark of Butea monosperma imported from the East 

Indies into the Netherlands. 

M. reticulata Lesne 1931, nearly allied to the former species, but far less com¬ 

mon and not occurring west of Sumatra. A few specimens taken from small boards 

of Eusideroxylon zwageri, with various signs of borer attack, received from Palem- 

bang, S. Sumatra, June 1924. Some of Lesne’s type specimens had been found in 

the wood of Shore a eximia in the Philippine Islands. Zoological Museum Amster¬ 

dam has 5 specimens from East Java (Banyuwangi, Dampit, leg. Mac Gillavry). 

Lyctus brunneus Steph. 1830, one of the best known powderpost beetles, a cos¬ 

mopolitan species, probably preferring a not too hot or too humid climate; very 

common in Java — where it has been recorded since 1910 (Lesne) — and in 

Sumatra; especially occurring in the mountainous districts, from 6OO m up to at 

least 1500 m; almost failing in the teak area of C. and E. Java. The food prefe¬ 

rence is more restricted than that of Minthea rugicollis as no materials other than 

wood are used. 

Fig. 3. Piece of plywood destroyed by Lyctus brunneus. Left: Surface marked by exit holes 

of the beetles. Right: paper-thin surface layer removed; wood of the outer plate appears to 

be turned into dust. Bogor, Java. 
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From samples of plywood, deliberately exposed to infestation at Bogor, the 

first beetles emerged after 3 months, the greatest number after 14—24 weeks 

(with a slight peak in the 19th week) while a few stragglers even appeared a full 

year after the date of contamination. Wood suitable as breeding medium may 

finally be reduced to powder with the exception of a paper thin surface layer. On 

emerging from their pupal cell the young beetles make slightly oval holes, and 

thereby pierce any coating of paint, tar, lead foil, etc.; they also groove any other 

wood, even of some hardness, which is in contact with the infested piece. Before 

the beetles of the new generation emerge, no signs are to be seen on the wood 

outwardly and so an initial infestation may remain hidden for 3—5 months. 

The species has proved very injurious in Java to stocks of plywood (fig. 3), 

clamps and laths for locally manufactured tea chests. It is not uncommon in the 

woodwork of houses and cheap furniture. The borer has been reported on one 

occasion to have spoilt the elm wood panelling of a passenger ship plying between 

Asiatic ports. 

Lesne (1922) listed 10 timbers species found to be attacked by L. brunneus 

in Indochina and Beeson’s list (1941) contains 31 names for India. Again, these 

lists include many of the families and genera enumerated above (p. 244) as 

providing hosts for the common Lyctinae in Indonesia. 

A Braconid, Spathius sp. and the Clerid Tarsostenus univittatus are important 

enemies of the borer. During a period of two months only 13 specimens of the 

beetle emerged from some badly infested plywood boards, against 37 specimens of 

the parasitic wasp and 38 specimens of the Clerid. 

L. discedens Biackb. 1887 described from S. Australia. A few beetles found in 

S. Sumatra and described as L. malayanus Lesne 1910 have proved to be identical 

with this species (Vrijdagh 1958) which also has been found in timber yards of 

Madras and in Ceylon (a late introduction ?; Beeson 1941). Near Palembang 

— the type locality of malayanus — the beetle has been collected from the same 

wood — kayu ulu tupai — which was infested with Apoleon edax, 1931. Jacob¬ 

son collected some 9 specimens in W. Sumatra at Fort de Kock (Bukit Tinggi), 

at 900 m altitude, in the years 1921—1924 (Zool. Mus. Amsterdam). The length 

of these specimens is 1.9—2.3 mm. In Australia it was taken under dead bark of 

Eucalyptus (Froggatt 1927). Host timbers in India are Mangijera and Termi- 

nalia (Beeson 1941). 

L. planicollis Lee. 1858, a species of the temperate regions, has been bred from 

the ashwood handles of garden tools, which had been imported from England at 

Surabaya in 1927. There is no evidence that it has found a new habitat in Indo¬ 

nesia. 

Lyctoxylon dent at um Pasc. 1866 (syn. L. japonum Reitt. 1878, see Vrijdagh 

1958), originally recorded from Japan and China but now apparently nearly 

cosmopolitan. It has been found to breed in dry rattan cane at Makassar, Celebes 

and in West New Guinea (fig. 4), and in the sapwood of Albhzia procera on 

the island of Nusakembangan, off Java’s south coast (F. C. Drescher leg.). 

Bamboos of the genus Arundinaria are its common hosts in Japan. In India it has 

been recorded from 17 timbers, besides bamboo (Beeson 1941). 
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Fig. 4. Bostrychid-infested rattan from West New Guinea. Top: galleries and exit holes of 

Lyctoxylon dent alum ; bottom: pieces riddled by Dinoderus bifoveolatus, showing circulai 

and spiral galleries under the bast. (Natural size; Kalshoven 1954). 

Dinoderinae comprise two genera of small beetles, which mainly breed in dry 

material. 

Dinoderus, genus of shot-hole borers in dry bamboo, very well known in all 

tropical countries but most prevalent in south and east Asia. They are often import¬ 

ed with bamboo into countries with a temperate climate but cannot thrive there. 

D. minutus F. 1775, the most common, circumtropical powderpost beetle of 

bamboo. In Indonesia it also breeds freely in dry, sliced cassava tubers ( gaplek’ ) 

and not rarely in rattan cane. Occasionally stray beetles have been found in various 

other materials, e.g. in the core of an old trunk of Arenga palm, Java; in stale 

bread, Pageralem, Sum., 1916; in stored rice and corn in Deli, Sum. (Corporaal 

1920); in sapwood of dead Dalbergia latifolia in the company of Sinoxylon anale, 

Dec. 1923, Paré; in a large consignment of barrels on an estate in Malaya (Gâter 

1925); in sun-dried slices of banana ('pisang salé’) imported into the Netherlands 

(Anonymous 1928); in wooden props of pots containing ginger (beetles found 

dead in a short gallery) and in the bamboo wicker work of pottery, Bogor, 1928; 

in sheds for curing tobacco and rarely boring into the leaves when forcing an 
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exit from infested bamboo, Deli, Sum. (van der Meer Mohr 1931, 1932, 1937); 

in Derr/s roots, notwithstanding their rotenon content (Miller 1934); in the 

soft wood of a dry trunk of Hevea in a shed, Bodja 1935; in the leather uphols¬ 

tery of a motor-car, in which a starch containing gluton had been used, Batavia 

(zz Djakarta) (Kalshoven 1936); in stored mats to be used for packing tobacco, 

Deli, Sum. (van der Meer Mohr 1937); in black, unpicked coffee berries, 

Padang, Sum., Nov. 1937 (leg. A. A. M. N. Keuchenius); in sapwood of season¬ 

ed teak, Tjirebon, 1939. In all these cases the beetles had evidently been attracted 

by the starch content of the substances; in none of the cases was egg laying or 

larval development observed. 

In Java the borer has become troublesome in two peculiar ways. First it cut right 

through sewing thread on reels in a textile factory, Tjirebon 1927. The cotton 

thread had been dressed with cassava flour. Secondly the borer was repeatedly 

found perforating craft paper bags containing cassava flour in godowns. Again, 

in both cases, starch must have been the attractant. This attraction can easily be 

demonstrated in glass jars in the laboratory. 

A few particulars may here be given of the mode of attack on rattan cane which 

is little known. The beetles bore into the cane stalks at any spot where they can 

obtain a hold on the smooth surface. The first part of their gallery is transverse, 

encircling the pith, and thin cane breaks easily at this point. The larval burrows 

never cross the nodes but double back on their tracks when meeting them. Young 

beetles leave the cane, or continue boring in the same medium, sometimes tunnelling 

in a spiral fashion. Several species of cane are liable to attack if the siliceous surface 

coating is removed, but infestation chiefly occurs in the Bornean 'rotan segah’ or 

'rotan taman’ which is cut for export in large quantities. The infestation is, as 

a rule, restricted to a small percentage of the canes in a consignment and these 

stems always appear to be rich in starch. The factors influencing the presence 

or absence of the nutritious substances are still unknown, though dealers assume 

that cutting cane that is too young has something to do with it. The borer has not 

been found in various good quality rattan species from Celebes. The infestation 

has caused considerable trouble in the export trade with Australia and there were 

periods when even shipments showing only traces of former borer activity were 

not permitted to enter the country (Kalshoven 1936). 

A few other Dinoderus spp. which have much the same habits, also occur in 

Indonesia but appear to be less common in these regions. Records: D. bifoveolatus 

Woll. 1858, in drugs, rice and bamboo imported from the East Indies into the 

Netherlands, as recorded by Everts 1900, under the name Rhizopertha bijoveolata 

Woll.; in dry cassava slices ('gaplek’) Djokja, Oct. 1931, leg. Awibowo; in a 

sample of Denis roots, received in the U.S.A. from Sumatra (Jones 1938); in 

Denis roots, Malaya, (Miller 1934); in dry roots of Denis elliptica received from 

Java in Amsterdam, Aug. 1933 (R. Inst. f. t. Tropics); in rattan stalks from West 

New Guinea, mode of attack similar to that of the previous species (Kalshoven 

1954) (fig. 4). — D. brevis Horn 1878, in seeds of Erythrina, attacked by the 

Anthribid Araeocorynus, and received from Lombok, April 1932. — D. ocellaris 

Steph. 1830, in a bamboo cylinder received from Ambon, Moluccas, Febr. 1933. 

A bad infestation by this wide-spread species (in company with a small number 
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of Sinoxylon parviclava) was recently found in bamboos originating from Thailand 

and received at Amsterdam harbour (leg. van der Laan, July 1963). 

Rhizopertha dominica F. 1792, the widely known, much studied 'lesser grain 

borer’. Up to 1939 the beetle apparently did little damage in Indonesia though it 

was occasionally found in stored unthreshed rice (padi) and in dry cassava roots 

(gaplek). In 1939 when rice in the husk (gabah) was stored in large quantities 

as a matter of precaution by the government, there were quite unexpected outbreaks 

of the borer. This was particularly the case in the N.E. Sumatra district where 

the sacks of gabah had been stacked in separate localities in buildings of various 

types, several of them not having been used for storage of food stuffs previously. 

Notwithstanding, the Rhizopertha attack was discovered in nearly all places simul¬ 

taneously. One of the causes of the wide-spread infestation apparently was the 

use of old dirty sacks, besides which there was a large percentage of discoloured 

seeds — this discoloration probably due to bad conditions of early storage — as 

well as a large amount of seeds with the husk damaged or severed. However, per¬ 

fectly sound seeds, still fully protected by the siliceous husk, were also bored into by 

the beetles. They increased to such an extent that conspicuous quantities of white 

frass accumulated, while part of the sacks were blackened (speckled) by the large 

congregations of beetles. When emerging from the sacks they forced their way 

through the meshes of the jute, widening them to small holes. The beetles were 

attracted to lightened places and windows. Outside the sheds a number of swifts 

were attracted constantly by the beetles swarming into the air. In the sheds a small 

parasitic wasp was seen in numbers, and a predatory bug (Triphleps), while 

several other stored products insects were also increasing in numbers. After 

6 months storage the infested lots yielded 3—9% less than uninfested parcels 

(Kalshoven 1941). 

Under laboratory conditions in Bogor the development from egg to beetle 

with husked rice (beras) or corn (djagung) as food, lasted 45—65 days. Some of 

the newly emerged beetles lived for 80—90 days on husked rice. (Observations 

of Raden Awibowo and Mas Sudiro 1942, 1943). Emerging from grain in 

packages the beetles can easily pass through cotton, craft paper, oil paper and the 

like. 

Bostrychinae, an extensive subfamily of cylindrical wood-boring species, often 

breeding in damaged, diseased and dying parts of standing trunks, as well as in 

felled logs and in seasoned and converted timber. 

Heterohostrychus aequalis Wat. 1884, a very common and wide-spread borer in 

dry, worked-up timber, known as the 'boxwood borer’ in India and distributed all 

over S. and S.E. Asia, West New Guinea, the Philippines and N. Australia; size 

of the beetles some 10 mm, but in extreme cases ranging from 6—15 mm. 

In West Java the wood of Dario trees, frequently employed for native houses, 

sheds, week-end bungalows, chests and home-made toys, is often infested by the 

borer. Stocks of plywood manufactured locally for tea-chests and rubber 

have been spoilt by it on numerous occasions. The larval galleries commence 

at the edges, running in the laminae which are apparently most suitable; as they 
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Fig. 5. Plywood boards from pile heavily infested by Heterobostrychus. In the board at left 

the soft outer lamina has been partially rendered to dust, exposing the dark inner lamina; 

in the board at right the damage is mainly restricted to deep grooving of its surface, which 

was apparently in contact with a borer-inhabited board like the left one (about Vs, photo 

Kalshoven, Bogor). 

extend their activities they also furrow the other laminae and adjacent pieces of 

piled plywood (fig. 5). The same has been noticed in the case of young beetles 

trying to bore their way out from the pupal cells. 

Infestation was observed once in small boxes of Durio wood containing tubes 

of opium. In their attempt to force an exit the beetles bit holes in the lead of the 

tubes, leaving traces which had at first presented a riddle to the authorities, 

(figured by Kalshoven 1936). In Malaya Mr. F. G. Browne (i. 1.) has known 

the beetle to do serious damage to a valuable carpet, which was perforated by 

numerous beetles emerging from the floor. An example of considerable damage 

done by the borer to book chests made of cheap wood and stored in a cellar in 

Bogor, Java, is presented in fig. 6. 

Records of more or less damage done by the species in the practice of 

forestry relate to: teak poles ('usuk’) used in roofs, logs of Hibiscus tileaceus, 
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Bischof ia javanica, and Toorta; sapwood of Alhizzia procera, Schizolobium, 

Pt er o carpus and Saraca, all in Java; logs of Shorea spp. (white meranti and bang- 

kirai) in Borneo, and Alstonia (kayu gabus) in Sumatra. In forest cultivations the 

borer has been found in dead mahogany, while on rubber estates it often breeds 

in damaged and cut trunks of Hevea. It may also infest dry bamboo and sliced 

cassava roots ( gaplek’) (Kalshoven 1951). Up to the present some 24 different 

timber species have been listed as being occasionally attacked by this borer in 

Indonesia. For the Philippines M. L. Garcia (I960) enumerated 25 species of 

wood having been observed damaged by the borer. 

Four beetles and a shrivelled up larva are in the Everts collection of the 

Leiden Museum, labelled "Objet ethnographique de la Nouvelle Guinée, leg. De 

Bussy, Amsterdam, det P. Lesne, 1927”. A similar case has been published by 

Vrijdagh (1961) who reported the find of Heterobostrychus brunneus and 

Trogoxylon aequale (a Lyctine beetle) in an aboriginal mask, probably made of 

soft kapok wood (Ceiba), brought from the Congo and inspected at Brussels. 

These are interesting examples of how these drywood borers may be transported in 

wooden articles all over the world. In fact, a specimen of Heterobostrychus 

aequalis has been taken in a light trap at Takoradi, Ghana, West Africa; evi¬ 

dently a recent introduction by ship from Singapore (Browne, 1961). Most 

recently the species has been reported infesting native wood in Surinam (Nether¬ 

lands Guyana) (Kalshoven 1963). 

Fig. 6. Book-chest made of inferior wood which has become severely infested by Heterobos¬ 

trychus aequalis in a cellar in Bogor, Java. Mark the cones of frass piling up along the 

bottom. 
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H. hamatipennis Lesne 1895. A fresh male specimen was detected in a consign¬ 

ment of thin bamboo sticks — so called 'Tonkin stokken’ — received at the 

Horticultural Centre Aalsmeer, Netherlands, Aug. 1961. 

Amphicerus malayanus (Lesne) 1898. A female beetle has been found in the 

stump of a rubber tree (Hevea) in Malaya (Lesne 1929)- The Leiden Museum 

has several specimens (including paratypes) from the cultivated area of Deli, N.E. 

Sumatra, and two specimens from Bandung, Java. 

Bostrychopsis parallela (Lesne) 1895, chiefly a bamboo borer, 9—14.5 mm 

in length. It would appear to be a rather rare species in Indonesia. In Java it has 

been collected a few times at lamp-light in the teak area. It was extracted in 

limited numbers from bamboo used in a water-soaking experiment (leg. M. Su- 

DIRO, 1943). The beetle has been found once in a pile of cured tobacco leaves 

in East Java, but it certainly cannot breed in this material. Rattan cane proved to be 

a breeding place in Celebes. 

Sinoxylon, a genus of small, thick-set beetles, often breeding in large numbers 

in dry branches, some of them with exceptionally wide-spread distribution, caused 

by their being transported overseas in infested timber, crates, and even in drugs. 

S. anale Lesne 1897, its present range extending from Mesopotamia in the West 

to N. Australia in the East and S. China and the Philippines in the North, a very 

common species in Indonesia. In the teak area of C. and E. Java this beetle has 

frequently been observed as a truly secondary borer, e.g. in dry branches of 

standing teak trees (Tectona), in poles of the same tree left in thinned-out stands, 

and in a young teak tree struck by lightning, furthermore in logs and cut branches 

of Acacia leucophloea, Actinophora, Calophyllum, Dalbergia, Hibiscus, Man gif era, 

Swietenia and Toona. It has also repeatedly infested dry cassava roots and stored 

roots of Derris. However, there is also a clear tendency to a more or less primary 

attack on living trunks which have been damaged or are weakened. 

In Bodjonegoro, E. Java, Oct. 1923, the borer had attacked the trunk of an 

Adenanthera pavonina of 50 cm diameter, which had been deprived illicitly of its 

bark (a substitute for tanning bark), but was recovering. The beetles had made 

horizontal galleries right under the exposed surface of the wood, but most of them 

apparently had been driven away or killed by the resulting flow of dark gum 

(getah). However, larval galleries were present in a few spots, and from infested 

pieces cut from the trunk several new beetles emerged up to the middle of Febr. 

1924. In the same locality young newly-dead wayside trees of Albizzia procera 

were found badly riddled by the borer at the end of the dry season, Oct. 1923. 

Some marks, like lumps of dried getah, leaves not yet shed, and moist condition 

of the main root, indicated that the trees had been attackel when still alive. By 

now, the sapwood had been honeycombed to such an extent that the bark fitted 

like a loose sheath on the limbs, the core of the wood still being sound. From 

caged material beetles emerged again up to the middle of Febr. 1924. 

The activity of the beetles has been most conspicuous and injurious, however, 

through their boring into twigs and stems of one to two year old saplings, parti¬ 

cularly those of leguminous trees, where they form a transverse circular gallery 
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Fig. 7. Twigs of living Dalberg/a sissoo saplings attacked by Sinoxylon anale. From left 

to right: two entrance holes; dried up flow of gum from hole; circular gallery under the 

bark; top snapped off as a result of being girdled. (Nat. size; photo R. Inst. Tropics 

Amsterdam, 1962). 
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under the bark, causing the upper part to wilt and die as the sap-flow is inter¬ 

rupted. The gallery usually extends to the pith. The damage has been particularly 

obvious in experimental plantations of Dalbergia sissoo, the Indian species. A dark 

sap — 'kino' — oozes out from holes near the base of freshly attacked plants, 

expelling the beetles (fig. 7). The stems and tops often break at the spot where 

the beetle has entered. These attacks have occurred in the driest parts of the 

country toward the end of the dry season — September/October — and for several 

years in succession. No larval tunnels follow. Therefore the habit of the beetles 

may probably be connected with their search for food and moisture. Similar 

damage has been noticed in C. Java to sapling trees of Albizzia procera, Cassia 

timoriensis and Dalbergia latijolia, and in Sumatra by Corporaal (1940) to Cas¬ 

sia multijuga. Beeson and Bhatia (1937) have observed, in India, exactly the 

same habit of the beetle, which in their opinion has the purpose of feeding or 

hibernation. More or less comparable cases of primary boring into green twigs 

and shoots, saplings or seedlings have been reported for S. atratum and S. crassum 

in India (l.c.), and S. sexdentatum in the South of France (Chararas/Bala- 

chowsky 1962). Apparently they may be attributed mainly to a search for food 

of young, not fully matured beetles. 

S. marseuli Lesne 1895, a species closely allied to the former, distributed over 

a large part of S.E. Asia, second in prevalence in Indonesia. It has proved to be 

a common shot-hole borer in trunks and branches of Dalbergia latijolia, killed 

by root fungus in forests and plantations of various types in C. and E. Java. 

Conocephalus naucleijormis has also been recorded as a host tree. On one occasion 

a consignment of Sumatran Denis elliptica roots entering the Netherlands was 

found heavily infested by this species. 

S. bufo Lesne 1907, a plump species only known from Java and Borneo. Large 

numbers have been bred from 'pohon sambang’ (a name for different shrubs and 

climbers, including a Dalbergia sp.) found at Baturraden, on Mount Slamat, 1000 

m, C. Java, by F. C. Drescher, May 1927, Sept. 1929, and smaller numbers from 

trunks of Dalbergia latijolia infested with various borers. 

S. parviclava Lesne 1918, (fig. 8), a relatively little known species, its range 

extending to Celebes, has only been found attacking Dalbergia sissoo, grown from 

Fig. 8. Sinoxylon parviclava (X 8; drawn by Indonesian artist, Bogor, 1929). 
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seed introduced from India, in East Java. There is a record of its being met with 

in teak in Burma (Beeson/Bathia 1937, p. 320). Very recently some specimens 

of this beetle, in company with numerous Dinoderus ocellaris, were found boring 

in bamboo freshly imported from Thailand (leg. van der Laan, Amsterdam, 

July 1963). 

S. conigerum Gerst. 1885 has been found in Europa in drugs and in America 

in Denis roots, in both cases imported from Indonesia (Lesne 1906, Downes 

1950). Beeson (1941) has listed 10 different host trees of the species for the 

hot wet regions of India. 

Xylodectus ornatus Lesne 1897, a characteristic two-coloured beetle, 3—4.5 mm, 

with wide distribution in S.E. Asia, known from Sumatra, Java and Celebes in 

Indonesia. Host records: in sapwood of logs of merbau, Intsia bakeri, in compa¬ 

ny with Xylothrips flavipes, Deli, N. E. Sum., Sept. 1918, Aug. 1921, leg. Corpo- 

RAAL (in Zool. Mus. Amst.) ; in the trunks and limbs of Dalbergia latifolia 

killed by root disease, Paré, Kediri and Mount Pandan 500 m, E. Java, May/June 

and Nov. 1924, 1925; in log of 'terusgunung’, Mount Gedé, Dec. 1924. Beeson 

(1941) has listed 44 host timbers for India and gives further details. 

Xylion bijer javanicus Lesne 1932, 2.6—2.9 mm, was bred in some numbers 

from dry twigs of Dalbergia latifolia, killed by root disease, Java, Paré Kediri 

and Mount Pandan 500 m, May/June 1924. The nominate form has been found 

boring the sapwood of teak (Tectona) and Cordia in India (Beeson 1941). 

Xylocis tortilicornis Lesne, 1900, 2.6 mm, a few specimens in dry twigs of 

Nephelium lappaceum, Sumatra, Palembang, March 1937. Beeson (1941) has 

given a list of host-trees for India. 

Xylothrips flavipes Ill. 1801, a widely distributed beetle, 6—8 mm, one of the 

most common shot-hole borers in logs and newly worked up timber. It breeds in 

the open rather than in wood in constructions under a roof, and is often found in 

the company of Heterobostrychus aequalis. Host records: in trunks, logs and 

boards of Ficus spp., Artocarpus elastica, Castilloa, Pometia, Durio, Albizzia 

falcata, Schizolobium, Cassia fistula, Dalbergia latifolia, and Millettia, in Java; 

in newly cut sleepers of Intsia and Koompassia and in dead FLevea cuttings, in 

Sumatra. Predator: the blue Clerid Cylidrus cyaneus. 

X. religiosus Boisd. 1835, nearly related to flavipes, is the vicarious species for 

the Papuan and tropical Australian regions, where it is equally common. The 

beetle is always represented in collections of Coleoptera of West New Guinea. 

Xylopsocus capucinus Fabr. 1781, a comparatively slender species, 3—5 mm, 

originally confined to the Malayan region but now spread through international 

trade to Africa and tropical America. Host records: in the teak area of Java in 

teak (Tectona) trunks, felled or struck by lightning, in Actinophora killed by the 

zig-zag borer, Agrilus, in stakes of Leucaena glauca, branches of Artocarpus 

integrifolia and dead stems of Leea; outside the forests in the tops of Hevea struck 

by lightning. Apparently the borer prefers those parts which are of small dimen¬ 

sions. A parasitic wasp is often seen in association with it. 

This borer has done considerable damage to piles of teak poles in timber yards 

in C. Java. Investigations in 1934 have shown, that peeling the bark or not, 
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exposure to the sun or keeping the poles in the shade, and rapid or slow drying, 

had no real effect on the degree of infestation, the main factor being 

the starch content. It was also found that poles obtained from slowly grown, 

backward plantations had a much larger amount of starch than poles cut in nor¬ 

mally grown plantations, and in consequence, the former were singled out by the 

beetles. The first entrance holes in this material appeared shortly after felling; 

6—9 months later the number of shot-holes increased sharply with a clear peak 

in the 10th—12th month. A large number of these additional holes were probably 

the exit holes of the first generation of beetles, and new entrance holes were 

relatively few. Ultimately the outer sapwood layer became honeycombed throughout. 

X. sellatus Fähr. 1871, a nearly related species, originally thought to be restrict¬ 

ed to East Africa and Madagascar, but since found in small numbers in Java, e.g. 

seven specimens, in company of S. anale, in dry branchwood of Swietenia maha- 

goni kept at the Forest Research Institute at Bogor and received from C. Java, Sept. 

1917; a few specimens in the branches of the same tree which had the bark peeled 

off by squirrels, near the field station at Gedangan, June 1922. The Leiden Mu¬ 

seum has a series of six Javanese specimens, Blawan, Idjen, leg. H. Lucht. 

Phonapate jimbriata Lesne 1909, a comparatively large species, 15.0—16.5 mm, 

originally described from India. Host records: a few specimens extracted from 

billets of Swietenia mahagoni, Ngawi, E. Java, 1918; in a dry branch of the same 

tree and in dry pieces of Dysoxylon, field station at Gedangan, June 1938. 
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